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Comple te  the  
t r ans format ion

PART 1 
LUXAFLEX ® SOFT COLLECTION –  CURTAINS
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Double  p inch  p lea t  cur ta ins 

w i th  b lockout  l in ing, pa i red  

w i th  P i roue t te®  Shad ings
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T he Luxaflex Curtain Collection 
is  the perfect f inishing touch – 

adding a visual element of textural 
depth and dimension to transform 
an interior space, whilst  offering a 
level  of  practicality at  the window 
to enhance your home environment.  

Designed to effortlessly layer and 
coordinate with Luxaflex Window 
Coverings, our carefully curated 
fabric collection delivers an eclectic 
range of high-quality fabrics and 
styles to help you complete your 
custom interior look. 

PART 1 
LUXAFLEX ® SOFT COLLECTION –  CURTAINS

THE CURTAIN  
COLLECTION
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THE CURTAIN  
COLLECTION

Perfect Pairing
Seamlessly pair our custom made-to-measure Luxaflex 
Curtains with your choice of Luxaflex Window Coverings 
for enhanced functionality and interior aesthetic. 

Inspired Fabrics
Our diverse yet refined fabric collection caters to a range 
of styles with a wide variety of fabric tones, textures and 
finishes available. 

Transform
Enjoy the varying beauty of sheer, solid or room darkening 
fabrics with an array of lining options to transform the 
light entering your home. 

Finishing Details
Tailor your look and create a subtle or dramatic statement 
with our range of classic and contemporary heading 
styles and hardware options. 
 

Complete Control
Designed for convenience and enhanced child safety, 
choose from manual or motorised control options including 
PowerView® Motorisation for a smart home solution. 

Peace of Mind
Enjoy complete peace of mind when investing in Luxaflex 
Window Coverings. We stand behind our product by 
offering a Five Year Manufacturer's Warranty*.
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THE FABRIC 
COLLECTION 

For over 65 years, Luxaflex 
Window Coverings have 

transformed Australian homes 
with leading designs and 
inspiring fabrics. This tradition 
continues today with the Luxaflex 
curtain fabric collection. 

Our carefu l ly  curated fabr ic range has been hand 
selected by our dedicated in-house design team 
to br ing a mix of  local  and internat ional  in f luences 
to Austra l ian homes.  

W ith met icu lous attent ion to deta i l ,  the col lect ion 
has been mot ivated by the desi re to be both on 
t rend and or ig ina l .  Featur ing an extensive colour 
palet te and a range of  patterns,  p la ins,  and 
soft  textura l  sheers,  the Luxaf lex curta in fabr ic 
col lect ion adds a f in ish ing layer to any space 
creat ing a beaut i fu l  last ing inter ior. 

Sheer  penc i l  p lea t  cur ta ins  pa i red  w i th 
P i roue t te®  Shad ings

PART 2 
LUXAFLEX ® SOFT COLLECTION –  CURTAINS
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“Each fabric within the 
collection offers its own unique 

character and style” 
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T he curtain fabric collection 
has been designed to 

beautifully layer fabric patterns 
and textures over Luxaflex 
Window Coverings. Whether 
you would l ike to coordinate 
and complement or create 
a dramatic statement using 
contrasting colour and styles, 
there is  a fabric available to 
customise your own personal 
look and create a charming 
atmosphere in any room.
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Sheer  wave  cur ta ins  
pa i red  w i th  b lockout 
Duet te®  Arch i te l l a®  Shades
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THE PERFECT 
PAIRING

Layering window 
coverings with a soft 
sheer curtain adds 
a beautiful softness, 
movement and 
texture to the room”  
– Neale Whitaker 
    Luxaflex Brand Partner 
 

 

 

 

 

   

“

PART 3 
LUXAFLEX ® SOFT COLLECTION –  CURTAINS
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Achieve our signature layered look with Luxaflex Curtains and and any Luxaflex 

Window Covering from the SoftShades collection. This perfect pairing is the ultimate 

window covering solution, balancing functionality, performance and style to meet your 

exact needs for every window, in every space. 
 

Start with Luxaflex Window Coverings such as Pirouette® Shadings or Duette® Shades 

as the base layer at the window. Their patented designs and innovative operating options 

provide industry leading performance and benefits, including:

— Precise light control

— Privacy 

— Insulation and energy efficiency

— Luxurious fabrics and colours

— Easy maintenance and child safety options  
 

Next, add the finishing layer. Luxaflex Curtains give you the opportunity to expand your 

design options and create a finishing touch that brings a room together. They are great for:

— Making a decorative statement 

— Adding a layer of depth, dimension and drama 

— Framing the window to create the illusion of height 

— Adding a level of softness and warmth to the space

CREATE THE  
LAYERED LOOK

Wave cur ta ins  w i th 
b lockout  l in ing, pa i red 
w i th  P i roue t te®  Shad ings
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Se lec t  the 
f in i sh ing  touch

PART 4 
LUXAFLEX ® SOFT COLLECTION –  CURTAINS
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Sheer  wave  cur ta ins  pa i red 
w i th  Duet te®  Shades
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Aesthetics
Purely aesthetic, curtains can be a decorative accent to transform and 
enhance a room's environment. Seamlessly framing windows, they 
create the illusion of height and add a layer of warmth and softness to 
a space.  

Light Control
As an important consideration, each fabric opacity or lining option 
within the collection is designed to provide different levels of light 
control depending on your needs.  

Blockout Curtains: For the ability to reduce light and darken a room, 
opt for coated fabrics or uncoated fabrics with a lining.  

Sheer Curtains: To brighten up a room and softly filter natural light, opt 
for sheer curtain fabrics. 

Insulation
Luxaflex Window Coverings offer a range of innovative products 
specifically designed to control temperature loss through the window. 
Pairing curtains with the right blind can assist with energy efficiency 
year-round. Opt for lined curtain fabrics for additional insulation. 

Privacy 
Maintaining privacy day and night is an important consideration for 
many homeowners, particularly for bedrooms. There are endless mix-
and-match window covering options to achieve the perfect balance of 
view-through as well as day and night time privacy.

STEP 1 
SELECT THE FINISHING TOUCH

DETERMINE  
YOUR SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS
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Sheer  penc i l  p lea t  cur ta ins  pa i red  w i th  t r ip le  p inch  p lea t  cur ta ins  and  b lockout  l in ing 
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C ustom made-to-measure to 
meet your exact needs for 

every window, in every space.
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Sheer  wave  cur ta ins  pa i red 
w i th  Duet te®  Arch i te l l a®  
Top-Down/Bot tom Up Shades
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T he Luxaflex curtain 
collection delivers both 

style and substance, with an 
array of fabrics from plain to 
patterned and elegant l inen 
looks and blends. Select from 
sheer, uncoated, coated and 
l ined fabrics to achieve the 
perfect combination of privacy, 
l ight control, insulation and 
designer appeal.

Lined  b lockout  cur ta ins  pa i red  w i th 
P i roue t te®  Shad ings

STEP 2 
SELECT THE FINISHING TOUCH

CHOOSE A  
BEAUTIFUL FABRIC
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Sheer  cur ta ins  pa i red  w i th  P i roue t te®  Shad ings

Sheers
A soft, lightweight woven fabric that elegantly filters and diffuses 
sunlight to deliver a soft warm glow to naturally brighten up a room 
while also retaining some daytime privacy. Perfect for layering over 
blinds or shutters, sheers immerse style into an interior space, adding a 
modern layer of softness. Ideal for living rooms and dining rooms. 

Uncoa ted
A tightly woven fabric without any coating. This fabric provides a level of 
heat insulation and light absorption, however, requires a lining fabric to 
be layered underneath to achieve high thermal and blockout capabilities. 
 

Coated
Coated fabrics have one or three neutral coatings applied to the back 
of the fabric which helps to block out light and protect the fabric. A 
fabric lining is not required. 

Lin ing  Opt ions
Curtain lining is a plain fabric with a durable coating applied to the 
back of the fabric. The curtain lining can be layered behind a sheer 
or uncoated fabric. Available in three options; light filtering, thermal or 
blockout lining, they provide the added benefit of improved privacy, 
noise reduction and room darkening, as well as protect sheer or 
uncoated fabrics from UV damage.

Sheer  cur ta ins  pa i red  w i th  b lockout  l ined  cur ta ins

Coa ted  cur ta ins  pa i red  w i th  
P i roue t te®  Shad ings

CHOOSE A  
BEAUTIFUL FABRIC
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Al l  f abr i c s  a re  ava i l ab le  w i th  each  head ing  s t y l e

Each heading style creates 
a unique look and is made 
with just the right fullness 

that can dramatically 
change the overall  design 
and f inish of your curtain. 
Heading styles determine 
how the fabric hangs and 
how compactly the fabric 

stacks when opened.

STEP 3 
SELECT THE FINISHING TOUCH

SELECT A  
HEADING STYLE 
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Pencil  Pleat
A beautifully gathered heading style with a soft, informal 
and unstructured look. Suitable for all fabric types, this 
simple and versatile style can transform traditional, 
modern or casual interiors, adding a relaxed and 
welcoming touch to the space. 

Triple Pinch Pleat
Similar to the double pinch pleat, the triple pinch pleat 
style is considered a traditional curtain style. The 
fabric folds are gathered into groups of three pleats, 
providing extra fabric fullness for creating a classic, 
regal interior feel. 

Double Pinch Pleat
Shallow fabric folds are gathered into groups of two 
pleats and evenly spaced along the curtain header. This 
provides a neat and tailored look, perfect for achieving 
a sophisticated finish for chic or classic interiors. This 
structured style offers a fuller fabric finish and allows the 
fabric to hang with uniformed pleats which can neatly 
stack to the side.

Inverted Pleat
A smart and structured look, well suited to modern 
and streamlined interiors. Its sleek, flat appearance 
and clean lines are created when the fabric pleats are 
reversed onto the back of the curtain rather than the 
front. When the curtain is drawn, this style will highlight 
a fabric pattern and offers a larger stack back to make 
a statement.

Wave
Its soft, flowing continuous ‘wave’ or ‘ripple’ effect 
creates an effortless and elegant designer finish. Well 
suited to contemporary styles, its stunning even folds 
are created using a special heading tape, allowing the 
fabric to beautifully drape and neatly stack back to one 
side. Ideal for living spaces, or large floor-to-ceiling 
windows and doors.
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AVAILABLE IN: White

MOUNTING: Can be mounted onto ceilings or walls.

DOUBLE TRACK: Opt for a double U Track, where you can 
combine more than one curtain such as 
sheer curtain with a blockout curtain.

AVAILABLE IN: White, Light Bronze and Black

MOUNTING: Can be mounted onto ceilings or walls.

DOUBLE TRACK: Opt for a double rod, where you can 
combine more than one curtain such as 
sheer curtain with a blockout curtain. 

F unctionality meets style with a selection of track or 
rod hardware options. Whether i t  is  a complementary 

accent or designed to make a bold statement, they can 
enhance your overall  f inishing look.

STEP 4 
SELECT THE FINISHING TOUCH

Rod Track
Create a statement with a tracked rod. Designed to 
be seen, rods add a decorative finishing touch and are 
available with all curtain heading styles. Round in shape, 
the metal rods are 28mm in diameter and compatible 
with the comfortable and smooth wand operation.  

U Track
A minimalist profile for a discreet and unobtrusive 
look. Its design complements modern and traditional 
architecture whilst coordinating with all curtain heading 
styles. Made from aluminium for durability over wide 
expanses, the internal tracking system is compatible 
with the wand operation for easy and smooth operation.

CHOOSE   
THE HARDWARE
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AVAILABLE IN: White, Light Bronze and Black

MOUNTING: Can be mounted onto ceilings or walls.

DOUBLE TRACK: Opt for a double rod, where you can 
combine more than one curtain such as 
sheer curtain with a blockout curtain. 
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Wand Control
A simple control solution, the wand allows the curtain to be gently hand 
drawn open or closed along the rod or track, eliminating the need to touch 
the curtain fabric for enhanced fabric protection.

The stylish clear acrylic wand features a smooth finish that seamlessly blends 
into the fabric, whilst discreetly positioned behind the curtain fabric for an 
elegant and unobtrusive finish.

Available in a variety of lengths for flexibility across all window sizes, the 
wand control can allow for left stacking, right stacking or centre opening 
configurations. 
 

Somfy® Glydea®
A convenient motorisation solution for Luxaflex curtains, effortlessly operate 
with the click of a button set to your favourite “my” position. This quiet 
motorised system offers a soft start and soft stop to protect the fabric and is 
available across all types of curtains.

STEP 5 
SELECT THE FINISHING TOUCH

SELECT   
AN OPERATION
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SELECT   
AN OPERATION

Luxaflex® PowerView® Motorisation
PowerView® Motorisation offers precise control of a variety of different 
Luxaflex products and styles, whether open, close, up, down, tilt or 
traverse. You can control via the Pebble® Remote, smart device via 
the PowerView App or by voice control through Apple HomeKit®, 
Google® Assistant and Amazon® Alexa® integration.

PowerView allows you to quickly create customised schedules that 
control all the shades in your home to operate together or in any 
combination you desire. You can then easily schedule those Scenes to 
move your shades automatically, so you don’t have to. PowerView also 
allows you to easily link to sunrise and sunset times, to control solar 
energy throughout the seasons or wake with the sun. 
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THE LUXAFLEX  
DIFFERENCE 

PART 5 
SELECT THE FINISHING TOUCH

I t is our attention to 
detail  with every custom 

made window covering that 
makes Luxaflex different.
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Industry Innovations
A household name in Australia since 1954, the Luxaflex 
brand has remained at the forefront of window covering 
innovations, offering inspirational and durable customised 
solutions for Australian homes.  

Personalised Service
With the widest range of window coverings styles, 
colours, operations and opacities available, our expert 
staff will guide you through the selection process and 
offer you the best possible design experience tailored to 
your needs, from your initial enquiry and showroom visit 
through to our after-sales service. 

Leading TrustPilot Reviews
We are proud of our 5 star rating on one of the most 
trusted and used review platforms in Australia. With 
stringent rules and processes around customer 
verification, we encourage you to read what our 
customers say. 

Earn Qantas Points1 
Proud partners with Qantas Frequent Flyer, members 
can now earn Qantas Points1 across the entire Luxaflex 
Window Fashions range. Visit luxaflex.com.au/qantas for 
more information.

*Conditions apply, see luxaflex.com.au for warranty details. 1 Members will earn 1 point per $1 spent on all Luxaflex purchases. Frequent Flyer membership details must be provided at the time of transaction. Full T&Cs at luxaflex.com.au/qantas. Google is a 

registered Trade Mark of Google LLC. Somfy is a registered Trade Mark of SOMFY SAS. Glydea is a registered Trade Mark of Somfy Activities SA. ® Apple and Apple HomeKit are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. ® Amazon 

and Alexa are registered Trade Marks of Amazon Technologies, Inc. ® Registered Trade Marks of Hunter Douglas. © Copyright 2020 Hunter Douglas Limited [ABN 98 009 675 709]. 09/2020. 18.020.024




